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Stopgap Solutions

Fulfilling The Demand For American Crude
Despite A Lack Of Infrastructure



Journey to the Center of the Earth
Looking for oil in this vast country of ours has become

easier over time thanks to scientific advancements

 especially in the seismic field. Companies are on the

lookout for untapped crude oil deposits so as a coun-

try we can depend more on ourselves and less on for-

eign oil supplies. Each day, on average, the United

States uses 20 million barrels of oil – about a quarter

of the world’s oil supply.1

Elusive Reserves
The most recent reserve that’s getting lots of attention

these days is the Bakken oil play. It is one of the largest

onshore plays in the United States. The Bakken is lo-

cated in North Dakota. It extends into Eastern Mon-

tana and the territories of Saskatchewan and Manitoba,

Canada. 

Even though the Bakken was discovered in 1951 tech-

nology had not progressed enough to extract any of the

crude until recently. High oil prices coupled with an

evolution of drilling technology namely horizontal

drilling and hydraulic fracturing (or fracking) have en-

abled independent oil companies to rapidly increase

Bakken production.2 No longer do you need to drill 20

wells, you can drill two or three and get the same or

better recovery. Horizontal drilling is still more expen-

sive than vertical drilling, but the greater productivity

makes it a preferred method of extraction these days.3

With the Bakken oil play residing in North Dakota,

there is no pipeline infrastructure anywhere nearby to

pump the crude. But this is a productive source of en-

ergy for our country. Extracting the oil in an affordable

manner has become a reality only recently. Because the

shale is packed so tightly it is not porous making ac-

cess to the oil very difficult. To extract the oil you need

to combine two processes – horizontal drilling and hy-

draulic fracturing or fracking. 

Due to the brutal winters in North Dakota, there is a

huge slowdown in production due to subfreezing tem-

peratures and snowfall on the ground of one inch or

more from 80 days to more than 120 days. “January is

the coldest month with average temperatures ranging

from 2° F in the northeast to 17° F in the southwest.” 5

Horizontal Drilling
Horizontal drilling starts out as vertical drilling and

drills straight down past the fresh water table. A sur-

face casing is inserted into the hole. This provides ad-

ditional protection to the fresh water supply as does

the cement that’s pumped down the casing. A pipe and

bit are lowered back down the hole until it reaches the

previously determined depth of the kick off point.
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Introduction

As the cost of crude oil rises Americans are looking closely at untapped resources at home –
even in areas where there is no pipeline infrastructure. We must be creative and come up with
cost  effective and timely ways to ship crude oil to refineries using other forms of transportation.
Safe designs for loading and unloading product are crucial to the protection of workers and the
environment. 

http://www.Carbissolutions.com/


That’s when the MWD (measure while drilling) drill

and bit are used. The MWD is able to drill on a curve

and it has about a quarter of a mile to reach the hori-

zontal depth mark. Once it does it can drill horizon-

tally as far as it needs to go. 

When drilling is complete production casing is put

into the full length of the well bore. Cement is forced

through and out the end to fill the space between the

casing and the wall of the hole. This keeps everything

contained so it will not seep out and harm the sur-

rounding environment. 6

Fracking
And now the fracking begins! Hydraulic fracturing is

used to create small cracks in the nearly impermeable

shale. A perforating gun, which is a long piece that re-

sembles a flute, is lowered to the targeted section of

the horizontal portion of the well bore using a wire.

Then an electrical current is sent down the wire and

when it gets to the perf gun it sets off a charge through

the holes that in turn shoots tiny holes through the

casing, cement and a short distance into the shale.

This is done in stages until the entire length of the hor-

izontal bore is complete. Then to actually begin the

fracking portion a mix of water, sand and chemicals is

forced down into the casing at very high pressure to

push it through the holes and into the rock causing

the shale to fracture. 6 Frac water is fresh water and a

lot of it is used – about a million gallons of water per

well that often has to be transported to the well site on

tanker trucks. Due to this extra expense, companies

are looking into recycling the frac water to save money

and water resources. 7 Once the hydraulic fracturing

process is complete the released oil can flow up the

well bore to the wellhead where it will be pumped into

storage tanks for later transport by tanker truck to the

nearest terminal for transloading into rail cars that will

then transport it to the refinery.

Solutions to Several Issues

The pipeline industry is working to solve its bottleneck

situation although the cost of constructing pipelines is

reaching record levels. Another important factor is the

need for electrical service. Many of these new oil plays

are in undeveloped areas that may not be served by any

utilities. New construction and upgrading are often

needed for the existing electric transmission to be capa-

ble of serving processing plants, compressor stations,

and more. The updating process can take up to a year

sometimes. 6 But all the work will be worth it in the

long run since accessing the crude oil reserves in this

country has multiple benefits. Jobs are created; not just

in retrieving and transporting the crude oil but in hous-

ing, restaurants, entertainment and other businesses be-

cause of the increase in population. The economy is

stimulated. Eventually the public will see lower gas

prices and our country can become less dependent on

foreign oil. Overall, it’s a win – win. 
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